Style transfer is a useful image synthesis technique that can re-render given image into another artistic style while preserving its content information. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a widely adopted framework toward this task for its better representation ability on local style patterns than the traditional Gram-matrix based methods. However, most previous methods rely on sufficient amount of pre-collected style images to train the model. In this paper, a novel Patch Permutation GAN (P 2 -GAN) network that can efficiently learn the stroke style from a single style image is proposed. We use patch permutation to generate multiple training samples from the given style image. A patch discriminator that can simultaneously process patch-wise images and natural images seamlessly is designed. We also propose a local texture descriptor based criterion to quantitatively evaluate the style transfer quality. Experimental results showed that our method can produce finer quality re-renderings from single style image with improved computational efficiency compared with many state-of-the-arts methods.
INTRODUCTION
Style transfer aims at redrawing a content image into another artistic style while preserving its semantic content. It has a rich history in terms of texture transfer [1] [2] . Style transfer technique enables amateurs to produce fantastic and versatile images in seconds, so that it has many practical applications in cartoon generation, oil painting re-rendering and art education etc [3] .
Most early works on texture transfer were pixel-level approaches that relied on low-level visual features. Since Gatys [4] for the first time incorporated convolutional neural networks (CNNs) into the computations of style loss and content loss, CNNs based approaches have become the mainstream of style transfer and achieved convincing results. These methods can be divided into three categories: a) online learning methods [5] [6] , b) patch-swap methods [7] [8] [9] , c) offline learning methods. The former two kinds of methods usually suffer from expensive online computational time (20s˜300s) since no style prior information has been taken into consideration. On the contrary, offline learning methods always use the feedforward networks, mostly auto-encoder, trained from a set of pre-collected style images to memorize the style information, so that the target image can be obtained in real time through feed-forward computation [10] [11] [12] . These methods can be regarded as a trade of computational time from online stage to offline stage.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based style transfer methods [13] [14] belong to the offline learning category. The generative network implicitly learns the target style, aiming to fool the discriminator. While the discriminative network try to distinguish the real/fake images by two-player minimax game. The adversarial loss instead of the Gram-matrix based style loss can better learn the local style patterns. However, collecting sufficient amount of style images is sometimes difficult in practice and always makes the output style hard to control. That is, multiple training images are apt to generate unexpected texture effect since no two style images are exactly the same.
In this paper, we propose to use only one style image for the training of GANs. It will make it possible to precisely simulate the expected stroke style from the customerdesignated image without interfered by other sources. A novel Patch Permutation GAN (P 2 -GAN) network is pro- posed. Our idea is to randomly break the unique style image into multiple patches which will be used as the training set. To the best of our knowledge, only one GAN-based previous work [6] has taken into consideration of the single image training problem in style transfer. The main difference between MGAN [6] and our method is that their patches locate in the feature maps while ours are segmented in the original image space for a better control of local stroke style. In addition, we have also designed a novel patch discriminator to simultaneously process patch-wise images and natural images, which makes our network training more efficient.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, our proposed P 2 -GAN method will be described in detail. Then, we will discuss the experimental results in Section 3, and conclude in Section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD

Overview
In most GAN-based style transfer methods [15] [14] , a generator G(·) and a discriminator D(·) are usually learned from a set of content images X = {x i } N i=1 and style images Y = {y i } M i=1 simultaneously, where N and M denote the numbers of content/style images respectively. Given a new content image x t , the re-rendered image G(x t ) will preserve the content information of x t and the style information of Y.
When M = 1, obviously traditional training methods of GANs will not work due to single sample can not represent a distribution, the network may even collapse while training. To overcome this problem, we have designed a novel network architecture as shown in Figure. 2. A patch permutation module and a patch discriminator D p (·) are proposed, together with an improved encoder-decoder generator G(·) for more efficient computations on both offline and online stages.
Patch Permutation
Since we only have one style image, we considered to break the style image into many patches, and learn stroke style from the patches. Therefore, a permutation method for the style image on the image was proposed.
Firstly, patches with size n × n are cropped from style image y 1 at its random position, n should be selected according to the scale of texture element in y 1 . For any patch p j , we have:
where u and v are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, r is a random variable with uniform distribute ranging within [0, 1], W y and H y denote the width and height of image y 1 respectively. After T 2 times random cropping, all the patches p j , j = 1, ..., T 2 , can be reorganized into a new image ψ(y 1 ) that yield to the following block-matrix form:
Which ψ(y 1 ) has a size of nT × nT and can be regarded as a permutation of the original style image y 1 .
Repeating such permutation K times, the so obtained image set Y ψ = {ψ i (y 1 )} K i=1 will be used as the training set for our model instead of the single image y 1 . In Y ψ , the stroke style information of y 1 will be preserved by selecting a suitable patch size n. Meanwhile, the structure information of y 1 has been discarded, which is benefit to avoid content interference from y 1 .
Patch Discriminator
The operation of patch permutation in previous section will inevitably generate discontinuous textures on junction pixels between adjacent patches in ψ i (y 1 ). This will incur severe artifacts in the transferred image by traditional discriminators. To address this problem, we proposed a discriminator D p which will be described in detail as below.
We also adopt the L-layer CNN structure similar to PatchGANs[16] [13] . However, different from PatchGANs setup where a relatively small stride (1 or 2) is applied, we restrict a special relationship between the stride and other network parameters. Assuming each patch is with a size of n × n, the convolution kernel at each convolutional layer l has a size of k l × k l , and the stride is set to s l . The following rule will be imposed in our discrimination D p :
This rule will ensure that any convolution computation in each layer will be performed on one inner patch, and the sliding kernel will never have chance to stretch across different patches. This means our network will only feed forward complete textures from ψ i (y 1 ) although discontinuous textures do exist in it. Therefore, unlike PatchGANs which aim to classify overlapping image patches are real or fake, our discriminator classifies the independently patches. Since the network parameters in Dp are relevant to patch size, we name Dp the patch discriminator in this paper. The principle of the stride design in Dp is illustrated in Figure. 3.
(a) stride = 2, kernel size = 3 (b) stride = kernel size = 3 Fig. 3 . Principle of the patch discriminator. We set the kernel size and convolutional stride to be a factor of the patch size as in (b) to enable our discriminator on patch permuted images. In contrast, arbitrary setting in standard convolution as in (a) will produce severe artifacts due to discontinuous texture across adjacent patches.
Operator Kernel Shape
Stride Activation
Sigmoid pooling Global Avg Pool -None Table 1 . Configuration of proposed patch discriminator According to the rule above, a L = 3 discriminator network is implemented in our experiments as depicted in Table.1. Given an input ψ i (y 1 ) with size of nT × nT , there will be T 2 elements on the output of conv 3, and finally, a global average pooling is used to vote up the final discriminative result. Besides the ability of compute patch permuted image, D p can also process natural images such as G(x i ) with no difference with any traditional discriminator since the CNN architecture hasn't been changed. The ability of simultaneously processing multiple patches in ψ i (y 1 ) and natural images G(x i ) by single discriminator makes our network training very efficient.
Objective Function
Based on the patch discriminator proposed above, the adversarial loss function used in this paper is defined as follows:
An encoder-decoder Generator G similar to [17] [16] is adopted here to learn the specific stroke style coming from the unique style image y 1 by optimizing the adversarial loss. Meanwhile, to preserve the structure information coming from the content image we compute the content loss in a same way as in [10] . Let φ(x) denote the feature map of x on the output of relu1_1 in a V GG16 pretrained on ImageNet [18] , the content loss is defined as the normalized squared Euclidean distance between the corresponding feature maps of original images and transferred images:
where C, H and W denote the channels, height and weight of the feature maps respectively. The final objective function is defined as follows:
where λ is a factor to balance the adversarial loss and content loss. By solving the two-player optimization problem in (6), for any given image x t , the transferred image G(x t ) will be able to inherit the stroke style information coming from image y 1 , as well as preserve its own content information.
Evaluation Criterion
Subjective quality evaluation in widely used in recent style transfer methods [19] [20] . In this paper, we propose a quantitative evaluation criterion based on the local texture similarity. Local Binary Pattern(LBP) is used here as our texture descriptor [21] . Given two images a and b, we firstly compute the LBP features h i ∈ R m , i = 1, ..., W , g j ∈ R m , j = 1, ..., Z on randomly cropped patches from a and b respectively, where m denotes the dimension of feature vector on each patch, W and Z denote the number of patches in a and b. Our score function is so that defined as follows:
In (7) , the feature of each patch in a will try to find a most similar patch in b, in terms of the shortest LBP distance. By average all Z distances for each patch in a, the overall texture similarity between a and b can be measured. The LBP descriptor performed a patch level rather than whole image can effectively prevent the inference of content/structure information coming from style image.
EXPERIMENTS
Setup
The P 2 -GAN network proposed in this paper is trained on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [22] . N = 9.9k images are used as the content images to train our model. Each ψ i (y) consists of 24 × 24 patches with size of 9 × 9. We adopt the standard RMSPropOptimizer [23] to solve the objective function raised in (6) . We set λ ranging from 1 × 10 −6 to 1 × 10 −5 . It takes about 20 minutes to train our model using a specified style on the platform of single NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU.
Quality of Style Transfer
We compared our method with 3 different style transfer methods including JohnsonNet [10] , TextureNetIN [12] and MGAN [6] . 50 content images are transferred into 5 different styles, including Mountain No.2 by Jay DeFeo, The Starry Night by Van Gogh etc. using different methods respectively. Partial results are shown in Figure. . Some results of style transfer from single style image. JohnsonNet [10] and TextureNetIN [12] are Gram matrix based methods, MGAN [6] and ours are GAN based methods.
We also quantitatively compared the transfer quality for all 4 methods using the criterion in (7) . The patch size is 32 × 32, W = 1000, and Z = 1000. The mean values and standard deviation of S score from each method are plotted in Figure. 5.
The results showed that the MGAN has the highest S score (0.963 ± 0.37), which means the lowest style similarity between the transferred image and the given one. Johnson-Net and TextureNetIN present the better similarities, that is, 0.790 ± 0.33 and 0.776 ± 0.35 respectively. In contrast, our method has the lowest S score (0.756 ± 0.22), which indicates the highest texture similarity compared with the given style image. Due to the patch-wise convolution, our method emphasizes more on transferring local texture (stroke style) rather than the global description as done in JohnsonNet and TextureNetIN. Therefore, our method can better avoid the inference of structure information from the training image.
Computational Performance
To evaluate the computational performance of the proposed method, 1000 images with different resolutions are tested for style transfer, and their online computational time are recorded. The averaged time consumptions per transferred image are summarized in Table. 2.
Method
Image It can be observed that the time consumptions for all methods are proportional to the image size. Our model overwhelms all other methods and is 2˜3 times faster than the others. This comparison verified the computational efficiency of the proposed network. Specifically, in the processing of 1024 × 1024 images, our model achieved a speed of 20+ FPS which enables real time stylization on HD images.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel Patch Permutation GAN (P 2 -GAN) network that can be efficiently trained by a single style image for the style transfer task is proposed. We use patch permutation to generate multiple training samples, and use a novel patch discriminator to process patch-wise images seamlessly. Our method provides the possibility to precisely simulate the expected stroke style from the customer designated single image, and avoids the difficulty of collecting image set with the same style. Experimental results showed that our method overwhelmed most state-of-the-arts methods in terms of the rendering quality and the computational efficiency.
